Besitos Villa
Region: Marbella Sleeps: 10

Overview
A stone’s throw from Puerto Banus and with breath-taking sea views, Besitos
Villa is an exquisite, unique home-from-home, just a 15-minute stroll from the
beach!
The exterior is utterly magnificent, a bold façade of pearly white against a
backdrop of towering mountains and endless blue skies set among a surreal,
intricately landscaped garden of pool-houses, flowerbeds and of course, the
vast private pool! Stepping inside, you will witness the result of hours of loving
dedication to the décor, design and furnishing of this villa in a perfect
Scandinavian styling.
The vast, south-facing living room enjoys sunshine all day long, filling the room
with a beautiful, warm glow. Overlooking the pool and garden, and directly
opening onto the terrace, you can sit back in one of the beautiful armchairs or
on the cosy sofa and soak up the scents and sounds of the garden beyond.
The stunning kitchen, with a double height ceiling and range cooker, is fullyequipped to fulfil all your culinary desires – while also enjoying direct entry into
the garden, outdoor kitchen and fabulous alfresco dining area! Air-conditioning
and WiFi throughout will keep you cool and connected to the outside world!
In total, there are five great bedrooms. The first three are found on this ground
floor, while the final two are on the first-floor. The master suite, on the first
floor, is incredibly spacious and features a fireplace, a private terrace with
fantastic sea views and a lounge area.
All five rooms are accompanied by a wondrous ensuite bathroom, equipped
with deluxe baths or showers. Two of the rooms also feature sofas which can
alternatively be converted into sofa beds, ideal for families travelling with
young children!
The enchanting garden is an exotic masterpiece which offers the discerning
traveller just about everything they could wish for – be that a little practice on
the putting green, an intense game of ping pong on the table tennis set or
merely a calm snooze in the hammock, you can enjoy it all in your luxurious
private space.
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And, of course, let’s not forget that fantastic private swimming pool which sits
majestically at the far end of the garden, surrounded by incredible hang-out
spots, alfresco dining areas and plenty of loungers for a little sunbathing.
Beautifully tucked away in the foothills of the distant mountains, you’re
guaranteed total peace and tranquillity throughout your stay – and yet, just a
15-minute walk away is a fantastic beach and within just a short drive you
have access to some of the most famous and beautiful beaches of the Costa
del Sol – including San Pedro, only 5 minutes away!
Within 10 minutes you can reach Puerto Banus – famed not only for its
magnificent beach and boardwalk but also its high-end retail and restaurant
offerings.

Facilities
Private Pool • Beach Nearby • Ideal for Kids • Ideal for Teens • Internet •
Air-Con • <1hr to Airport • BBQ • All Bedrooms En-Suite • Ground Floor
Bed & Bath • Satellite TV • Fenced Grounds • Golf Nearby • Tennis
Nearby • Outstanding Landscapes • Outdoor Pursuit & Activities • Tourist
Towns & Villages
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Interior & Grounds
The Villa
Besitos Villa has been refurbished from the inside and decorated to a very
high Scandinavian standard. Is a spacious and grand property, perfectly
presented near Puerto Banus and beaches. There are 5 bedrooms and 5
bathrooms, and it can accommodate up to 10 people.
Ground Floor
- Fully equipped kitchen with dining area
- Living room
- Bedroom with double bed and en-suite bathroom
- Bedroom with double bed and en-suite bathroom
- Bedroom with two single beds and en-suite bathroom
First Floor
- Bedroom with double bed and en-suite bathroom
- Bedroom with double bed and en-suite bathroom
Exterior Grounds
- Private swimming pool
- Lawned garden
- Covered and open terraces
- Outdoor seating
- Alfresco dining facilities
- Hammock
- Outdoor kitchen with pizza oven and barbecue
- Putting green
Additional Facilities
- Wi-Fi
- Air conditioning
- TV
- Private parking
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Location & Local Information
The sublime natural landscape that envelopes you as you lounge by the pool
or gazes out of the vast windows creates the impression that you’re utterly
detached from the real world. Besitos Villa has located just a short drive from
Puerto Banus, brimming with luxury brand boutiques, markets, restaurants,
clubs and bars and of course a beautiful harbour.
Meanwhile, nearby Marbella is a little bigger and busier, with a traditional and
beautiful old town, and holds many Michelin starred restaurants and worldrenowned beaches where one can soak up the sun and enjoy a cocktail at a
beachfront bar! It has a vibrant history, visible in the many ruins throughout the
winding cobbled streets of its Old Town.
Malaga, the largest city on the Costa del Sol, is also nearby, and is historically
and culturally incredibly rich, putting even more activities and amenities at your
fingertips. As the birthplace of Pablo Picasso, the city is, of course, brimming
with museums and art galleries, set among a beautiful cityscape of castles,
cathedrals and theatres.
The Costa del Sol itself is mostly peaceful and quiet, as although there is a
large amount of tourism, mainly for the fantastic beaches and warm climate
(the average water temperature year-round is 18°C!), visitors tend to stick to
the highly developed and bustling south-western part, leaving the stunning
mountains inland largely untouched and peaceful year-round.
The region of Andalucía is culturally diverse and has a perfectly varied
landscape, where picturesque beaches, ancient cities and deserts meet the
incredible Sierra Nevada mountain range, which includes both the most
southerly ski resort in Europe and the highest point of continental Europe!

Local Amenities
Nearest Airport

Malaga Airport
(68 km)

Nearest Village

El Paraiso
(800 m)

Nearest Town/City

Marbella
(18 km)

Nearest Restaurant

Restaurante El Paraiso Country Club
(1 km)
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Nearest Supermarket

Supersol
(7 km)

Nearest Beach

Playa del Saladillo
(6 km)

Nearest Golf

El Paraiso Golf Course
(1 km)

Nearest Tennis

Club de Tenis y Padel Bel Air
(6 km)
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: Oliver’s Travels will process a card authorisation prior to your arrival of €3,000 paid via bank transfer to the owner before arrival and refunded two weeks after departure, subject to full inspection.
- Arrival time: 4 pm
- Departure time: 10 am
- End of stay cleaning included?: Extra €300. However, guests are required to leave the accommodation clean, tidy and in the same condition as on their arrival. Any extra cleaning, laundry, maintenance and/or rubbish disposal
required will be charged against the security deposit.
- Linen & towels included?: Bed and bath towels are included in the rental price. Please bring your own pool towels.
- Energy costs included?: Yes, included in the rental price
- Internet access?: Yes, included in the rental price
- Minimum stay: 7 nights
- Changeover day: Flexible
- Pets welcome?: Pets are not permitted
- Smoking Allowed?: Smoking and vaping are not permitted
- Tax: Tourist tax is included in the rental price
- Insurance: Guests are required to be in possession of a valid insurance policy, which covers them for cancellations, personal belonings, public liability and any accidental damage caused during their stay.
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